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GENERAL COMMENTS

Support.  The Public Law Section of the State Bar generally supports the

Tentative Recommendation, calling it a “welcome reform.”  Professor Ogden

says it is “thoughtful and excellent.”  The State Water Resources Control Board

says it is “very good,” especially eliminating distinctions between administrative

and traditional mandamus, and eliminating independent judgment review of

agency fact-finding.  The Department of Health Services says the TR “does many

good things,” and “appears in general to provide some significant improvements

over current law.”  DHS agrees that the line between administrative and

traditional mandamus “is at times painfully difficult to draw and at other times

relatively nonsensical.”

Opposition.  The most vehement opposition comes from representatives of

public employees, especially the California School Employees Association and

California Federation of Teachers.  Opposition focuses on two features of the TR:

• Replacement of independent judgment review of agency fact-finding where

a fundamental vested right is involved with substantial evidence review.  This is

discussed below under “Standard of Review.”

• Replacement of traditional mandamus for review of nonadjudicative action

of a local agency and its liberal admissibility of evidence and discovery with

more restrictive rules for admissibility of evidence and discovery.  This is

discussed below under “Scope of Discovery and Admissibility of Evidence.”

Robert Bezemek (California Federation of Teachers) opposes the TR “in the

strongest terms” because it would “eviscerate due process” and “deprive
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employees, students, holders of administrative licenses, and labor organizations

of important rights.”  He finds the TR “radical and wrong,” and not deserving of

support.  Stewart Weinberg is dismayed at the proposed replacement of

administrative mandamus, and thinks the TR reflects a “pro-agency bias to an

astonishing degree and would reverse decades of common law as well as

legislative protections for the individual.”  Diane Marchant says the TR fails to

take account of the informality and lack of procedural protections in local agency

adjudication.

STANDARD OF REVIEW OF FINDINGS OF FACT

IN ADJUDICATIONS BY LOCAL AGENCIES

The TR requires the reviewing court to uphold state and local agency findings

of fact if supported by substantial evidence in the light of the whole record,

whether made in an adjudicative or nonadjudicative proceeding.  Section

1123.430.  This would replace the existing rule which requires the court to use

independent judgment on findings of fact in adjudicative proceedings by

nonconstitutional state agencies, and by all local agencies, if a fundamental

vested right is involved.  The State Bar Public Law Section, State Water Resources

Control Board, and Professor Ogden support elimination of independent

judgment review of fact-finding.  Professor Ogden does not draw a distinction

between state and local agency fact-finding, or whether the agency decision

being reviewed was made under the Administrative Procedure Act.  The State

Bar Section notes that California is the only jurisdiction in the U. S. that uses

independent judgment review of agency fact-finding.

Elimination of independent judgment review of local agency adjudication is

opposed by William Heath (California School Employees Association), Robert

Bezemek (California Federation of Teachers), Stewart Weinberg, James Corn, and

Vicki Gilbreath.  Mr. Heath challenges the assumption of the TR that local agency

adjudications are made by experienced and impartial decisionmakers.  He says of

the 1,065 school and community college districts in California, only 95 (nine

percent) use independent personnel commissions to make disciplinary decisions

for school employees.  In all other cases, these decisions are made by a school

board of lay members who are subject to political pressures, suggesting

independent judgment review is necessary to protect employee rights.  The Tex-

Cal case that eliminated the constitutional basis for independent judgment

review of fact-finding stressed that substantial evidence review would suffice
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only if the administrative hearing generally assures the essentials of due process.

Mr. Heath says local agency adjudications often do not assure due process —

there is no power to subpoena witnesses and no right of discovery.  He gives

examples of gross violations of employees’ procedural rights.  He would limit

substantial evidence review of local agency adjudication to agencies that

voluntarily adopt the new administrative adjudication bill of rights — notice,

opportunity to be heard, public hearing, separation of prosecutorial from

adjudicative function, disqualification of presiding officer for bias, written

decision, and no ex parte communication to presiding officer.

Mr. Heath’s view is supported by other commentators.  Ms. Marchant says

“local agency adjudications are usually made without benefit of the right to

discovery, rules of evidence, proper allocation of burden of proof, and frequently

without the benefit of an experienced, let alone neutral, decisionmaker.”  She

says decisions about whether a local agency department head was justified in

discharging an employee may be made by the city manager after a hearing with

no rules of evidence.  Decisions about whether a police officer has a pensionable

disability may be made by the chief of police at a hearing with no rules of

evidence.  If the decision is made by a civil service commission, political and

public pressure may influence it.  She says independent judgment review

provides the only opportunity for neutral, unbiased review of actions by chiefs of

police, city managers, and civil service commissions.

Ms. Gilbreath is of the same view, and gives examples of denials of due

process at the local level.  She says it is essential to preserve independent

judgment review of local agency fact-finding, especially because members of

local agencies often have little or no training in the area of their responsibilities.

Mr. Bezemek says the TR reveals “an ignorance of how California labor and

employment relations systems operate.”  He says it would impact 1,000 school

districts, 70 community college districts, county boards of education, and

thousands of cities, counties, and special districts, and that there is no

justification for eliminating independent judgment review for these entities.  He

says changing independent judgment review to substantial evidence review of

local agency fact-finding will amount to a “rape of public employee rights.”

Mr. Platten says the substantial evidence standard should not apply to fact-

finding by local agencies in a hearing not conducted under the formal

adjudication provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, apparently

meaning an adjudicative hearing.  He says such hearings often have procedural
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defects amounting to a denial of due process, justifying more intensive judicial

scrutiny.

Mr. Weinberg says it is “inconceivable” and “egregious” to replace

independent judgment review with the “almost meaningless” substantial

evidence test.  Mr. Corn urges that independent judgment review of fact-finding

be preserved.

The commentators who speak for public employee organizations have made a

strong case that many local agency adjudications fall short of guaranteeing the

procedural protections that will be imposed on state agencies under the new

administrative adjudication bill of rights.  The staff likes Mr. Heath’s suggestion

that substantial evidence review of local agency adjudications should be limited

to agencies that voluntarily adopt the administrative adjudication bill of rights.

For such agencies, procedural due process will be assured, justifying greater

judicial deference to their fact-finding.  The staff recommends providing

independent judgment review of fact-finding of local agencies that do not

adopt the administrative adjudication bill of rights:

1123.430. (a) This section applies to a determination by the court
of whether agency action is based on an erroneous determination of
fact made or implied by the agency.

(b) The Except as provided in subdivision (c), the standard for
judicial review under this section is whether the agency’s
determination is supported by substantial evidence in the light of
the whole record.

(c) The standard for judicial review under this section of a
decision of a local agency is the following:

(1) The independent judgment of the court whether the decision
is supported by the weight of the evidence.

(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), if the decision is made in an
adjudicative proceeding, the agency has adopted Article 6
(commencing with Section 11425.10) of Chapter 4.5 of Part 1 of
Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code as authorized by
Section 11410.40 of the Government Code, and those provisions
apply to the decision being reviewed, the standard for judicial
review is whether the decision is supported by substantial evidence
in the light of the whole record.

The Comment would point out that subdivision (c) only applies to a local

agency “decision,” which is action of specific application that determines a legal

right, duty, privilege, immunity, or other legal interest of a particular person, and

not to action of general application, such as quasi-legislative action.  Section
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1121.250.  For local agency action that is not a “decision,” substantial evidence

review will apply under subdivision (b).

SCOPE OF DISCOVERY AND ADMISSIBILITY OF EVIDENCE

Existing law in administrative mandamus.  In existing administrative

mandamus, discovery of evidence outside the administrative record is limited to

matters reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence.  City

of Fairfield v. Superior Court, 14 Cal. 3d 768, 772, 537 P.2d 375, 122 Cal. Rptr. 543,

544 (1975); California Administrative Mandamus § 11.7, at 365 (Cal. Cont. Ed. Bar

2d ed. 1989).  This makes discovery in administrative mandamus limited,

because augmenting the administrative record with additional evidence is

permitted only in limited circumstances:  It must be shown the evidence could

not with reasonable diligence have been produced in, or was improperly

excluded from, the administrative proceeding.  Code Civ. Proc. § 1094.5(e);

California Administrative Mandamus, supra.  If this showing is made and

substantial evidence review applies, the court does not receive the evidence, but

must remand to the agency.  California Administrative Mandamus, supra,

§ 4.166, at 207.

If independent judgment review applies, the court may either remand to the

agency or may admit the evidence in the judicial proceeding.  Code Civ. Proc.

§ 1094.5(e); California Administrative Mandamus, supra, § 12.10, at 380.  The

scope of discovery is the same for independent judgment and substantial

evidence review.  California Administrative Mandamus, supra, § 11.7, at 366.

Existing law in traditional mandamus and declaratory relief.  Traditional

mandamus is used to enforce a statutory duty to perform a ministerial act, or a

duty to exercise discretion when there is a discretionary duty involved,

California Civil Writ Practice § 4.11, at 113 (Cal. Cont. Ed. Bar 2d ed. 1987).

Traditional mandamus is generally used to review nonadjudicative agency

action, including quasi-legislative action.  Asimow, A Modern Judicial Review

Statute to Replace Administrative Mandamus 12 (Nov. 1993).  Examples are

determination of a need for certificated teachers, decision of a school district to

discontinue bus service to certain areas, maintenance and leasing of property

acquired by the Department of Public Works, and arbitrary or capricious conduct

by state university faculty members in denying a student a graduate degree.

California Administrative Mandamus, supra, § 1.8, at 8-9.  In traditional
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mandamus, civil discovery rules apply.  Code Civ. Proc. § 1109; cf. Kummeth v.

Atkisson, 23 Cal. App. 401, 138 P. 116 (1913).  Civil discovery may be obtained of

any matter “relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action . . . if

the matter either is itself admissible in evidence or appears reasonably calculated

to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.”  Code Civ. Proc. § 2017(a).  This

is essentially the same as discovery in administrative mandamus.  However,

discovery in traditional mandamus is broader than for administrative mandamus

because admissibility is broader in traditional mandamus where the court is not

limited to review of the administrative record, but may receive additional

evidence.  No Oil, Inc. v. City of Los Angeles, 13 Cal. 3d 68, 79 n.6, 529 P.2d 66, 73

n.6, 118 Cal. Rptr. 34, 41 n.6 (1974).  The court simply takes evidence and

determines the issues.  California Civil Writ Practice, supra, § 5.24, at 168.  The

same is true for existing proceedings for declaratory relief.  The TR will narrow

admissibility in cases presently brought as traditional mandamus or for

declaratory relief.

Existing law in certiorari.  In certiorari, review is generally limited to the

record, and live testimony is unlikely to be needed or permitted.  California Civil

Writ Practice, supra, § 6.43, at 209.  Thus discovery appears generally

inappropriate in certiorari proceedings.

Proposed law.  Section 1123.620 permits discovery of matters reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.  This is essentially the

same as discovery in existing administrative and traditional mandamus.  The TR

continues existing law for administrative mandamus on admissibility of evidence

but with a significant expansion:  For independent judgment review, any

relevant evidence will be admissible by the court, without regard to whether it

could have been produced at the administrative hearing.  Section 1123.760.

Broader admissibility will mean broader discovery in independent judgment

cases.

Mr. Bezemek objects to what he sees as narrowing broad discovery for

traditional mandamus.  But if the Commission adopts the staff recommendation

for independent judgment review of local agency action if the agency does not

adopt the new administrative adjudication bill of rights (see discussion above

under “Findings of Fact in Adjudications by Local Agencies”), any relevant

evidence will be admissible in such cases, and discovery rules will be essentially

the same as under existing law.  If the local agency does adopt the administrative

adjudication bill of rights, substantial evidence review with limited discovery
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and admissibility will apply, but in such case procedural fairness in the

administrative proceeding should be assured. The staff believes no change is

needed in the discovery provisions.

Section 1123.760 provides that, if there is evidence that could not have been

produced in the agency proceedings in the exercise of reasonable diligence or

was improperly excluded, the court may remand to the agency for

reconsideration.  The court itself may admit evidence needed to decide whether

the decisionmaking body was improperly constituted, whether there was

improper motive or grounds for disqualification of those taking the agency

action, or whether the decisionmaking process was unlawful.  Since the draft

statute replaces both ordinary and administrative mandamus for judicial review

(Section 1121.120), it narrows the admissibility of evidence in cases where

substantial evidence review applies that would be brought as traditional

mandamus under existing law.  But if the Commission approves independent

judgment review for local agencies that do not adopt the new procedural

protections of the APA, admissibility will be the same as in traditional

mandamus where all relevant evidence is admissible.  This should address the

concerns of organizations that represent employees of local agencies.  The staff

believes no change is needed in the admissibility provisions.

The State Bar Public Law Section supports Section 1123.760, and agrees that if

the court finds the agency record inadequate in substantial evidence review, it

should remand to the agency for further proceedings as the TR requires, rather

than admitting the evidence itself.

The Department of Health Services would make clear Section 1123.760 does

not imply the court may admit evidence to exercise independent judgment on

purely factual questions, since Section 1123.430 provides substantial evidence

review for all fact-finding.  This concern is obviated if the Commission adopts the

staff recommendation above under “Findings of Fact in Adjudications by Local

Agencies” to provide independent judgment review of fact-finding in many local

agency adjudications.

PROCEEDINGS TO WHICH STATUTE APPLIES

Out of concern that Section 1121.120 (statute replaces all other forms of

judicial review) might be overbroad, the TR includes the following limitations:

Sections 1120 (application of title) and 1121.120 (other forms of judicial review
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replaced) make clear the TR does not replace or limit a case where some other

statute provides for a trial de novo (examples in Comment to Section 1120), an

action under the California Tort Claims Act, an action for a refund of taxes under

specified provisions of the Revenue and Taxation Code, or a habeas corpus

proceeding.  Section 1123.160 says the court may grant relief only if it determines

that agency action is invalid under one of the grounds specified in the article

governing standards of review (Sections 1123.410-1123.450).

The staff would make the following additional revisions to the scope

provisions to make clear the TR does not apply to (1) an action at law to recover

sums due under a government bond, (2) a validating proceeding for a judicial

declaration of the validity of a bond, contract, assessment, or special district, and

(3) judicial review of a decision of a lower court.

Enforcement by Bondholder of Rights Under a Government Bond

Many statutes permit a bondholder to enforce rights under a government

bond by mandamus, by action at law or in equity, or by other proceedings.

Generally the holder of a matured public bond may maintain an action at law

against the issuer to recover the amount due.  Under some circumstances, such as

where the property of the issuer is not subject to execution to enforce a judgment,

a money judgment is of little use and mandamus is the only useful remedy.  52

Cal. Jur. 3d Public Securities and Obligations § 60 (1979).  In conforming revisions

(to be in a separate memorandum), the staff would replace all references to

enforcement of a government bond by mandamus with a reference to a

proceeding under the new judicial review statute, but would preserve references

to enforcing a bond by an action at law.

The 1981 Model State Administrative Procedure Act does “not apply to

litigation in which the sole issue is a claim for money damages or compensation

and the agency whose action is at issue does not have statutory authority to

determine the claim.”  MSAPA § 5-101.  The TR does not have a similar

provision.  The staff thinks it would be useful to include such a provision in

Section 1120 to make clear the judicial review statute does not apply, for

example, to enforcement of a bond in an action at law.  The staff would do this

by adding subdivision (d) to Section 1120 as set out under the next heading

immediately below.
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Transactions Involving Contract, Intellectual Property, and Copyright

The TR permits judicial review of “agency action,” defined in Section 1121.240

as performance of, or failure to perform, any “duty, function, or activity,

discretionary or otherwise.”  The Department of Health Services is concerned this

broad definition may include transactions involving contract, intellectual

property, copyright, and other legal issues.  The staff would address this concern,

and the question of enforcement of a bond discussed above, by adding the

following to Section 1120:

(d) This title does not govern litigation in which the sole issue is
a claim for money damages or compensation, or is to vindicate a
private right under common law, and the agency whose action is at
issue does not have statutory authority to determine the claim.

Action To Validate Bond, Contract, Assessment, Special District, or Other
Governmental Action

Sections 860-870 of the Code of Civil Procedure provide a validating

proceeding by a public agency or interested person for a judicial declaration of

the validity of a matter which another statute authorizes to be determined in this

manner.  Many statutes incorporate and apply these validating provisions to

determine the validity of bonds.  E.g., Gov’t Code §§ 26353, 26453, 43620.1, 43695,

50753, 61671.2; Health & Safety Code §§ 4624, 4803, 4996, 6653; Pub. Util. Code §§

17101, 26341; Sts. & Hy. Code §§ 10601, 33148; Water Code §§ 9415, 23225, 23571,

52120, 52707.  Some statutes authorize an action to determine the validity of a

special district, Sts. & Hy. Code § 26260; Water Code § 34530, of a contract, Water

Code §§ 35855, 50979, of an assessment, Water Code §§ 23571, 24021, 36531, or of

governmental actions generally, Water Code § 43730.  See generally Selected 1960-

1961 California Legislation, in 36 Cal. St. B. J. 716-18 (Sept.-Oct. 1961).

The staff would make clear the TR does not replace proceedings to validate

bonds, contracts, assessments, and special districts by adding the following to

Section 1120:

(e) This title does not govern a proceeding under Chapter 9
(commencing with Section 860) of Title 10 of Part 2 of the Code of
Civil Procedure.

In conforming revisions (to be in a separate memorandum), the staff would

amend Water Code Section 43730 to delete the authority to use the validating

procedure for “the taking of any other action by the district or by the board.”
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Thus determination of questions of validity of governmental action generally

would be under the TR.  The staff would make similar conforming revisions to

any other statutes we find that refer to the validating procedure for

governmental action generally.

Decisions of Lower Courts

The TR governs judicial review of agency action of the “state, including any

agency or instrumentality of the state, whether in the executive department or

otherwise.”  Section 1120.  The staff is concerned this might be read to include

review of judicial decisions of lower courts.  The staff recommends adding the

following to Section 1120:

(f) This title does not govern judicial review of a decision of a
court.

AGENCIES TO WHICH STATUTE APPLIES

Workers’ Compensation Appeals Board

Under existing law, decisions of the WCAB are reviewed by the Supreme

Court or court of appeal.  The TR does not change this.  Existing WCAB review

procedures are in the Labor Code and rules of court.  Lab. Code §§ 5950-6002; Cal

R. Ct. 57.  On constitutional and policy grounds, WCAB wants to keep its

procedures intact, and not subject them to the TR.

The California Constitution gives the Legislature “plenary power” to create a

workers’ compensation system by statute.  Cal. Const. Art. XIV, § 4.  The Labor

Code creates the Workers’ Compensation Appeals Board, and provides for

judicial review of WCAB decisions by writ of certiorari.  Lab. Code § 5950.  But

the Labor Code also provides for traditional mandamus to compel the WCAB to

perform an act enjoined by law.  See id. § 5955; Greener v. Workers’

Compensation Appeals Bd., 6 Cal. 4th 1028, 1046, 863 P.2d 784, 25 Cal. Rptr. 2d

539, 550 (1993) (traditional mandamus available to challenge constitutionality of

statute); Fidelity & Casualty Co. v. Workers’ Compensation Appeals Bd., 103 Cal.

App. 3d 1001, 163 Cal. Rptr. 339 (1980) (traditional mandamus available to direct

WCAB not to reopen a settlement except for good cause); Betancourt v.

Workmen’s Compensation Appeals Bd., 16 Cal. App. 3d 408, 94 Cal. Rptr. 9

(1971) (traditional mandamus available to compel WCAB to force compliance

with award).
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The scope of review in certiorari is limited to determining whether the agency

exceeded its prescribed jurisdiction or authority.  Code Civ. Proc. §§ 1068, 1074.

The scope of review is broader in administrative mandamus.  For this reason,

administrative mandamus is generally favored over certiorari for judicial review.

California Administrative Mandamus, supra, § 1.9, at 10.

Professor Asimow recommended the new judicial review statute replace all

other forms of review of agency action.  Common law writs such as mandamus,

certiorari, and prohibition would be abolished for judicial review of agency

action.  Asimow, A Modern Judicial Review Statute to Replace Administrative

Mandamus 16-17 (Nov. 1993).  For the WCAB, the new statute would replace both

the writ of certiorari and mandamus.  The staff sees no constitutional

impediment to doing this because of the Legislature’s plenary power in this

regard.

As a matter of policy, should limited review by certiorari be replaced by the

broader review of the draft statute, analogous to the broad review of

administrative mandamus?  The Labor Code appears to provide broader review

of WCAB decisions by certiorari than the general provisions for certiorari in the

Code of Civil Procedure which are limited to jurisdictional questions:  On review,

the court may determine whether a WCAB order “was unreasonable” or “was

not supported by substantial evidence.”  Lab. Code § 5952.  This is more like

administrative mandamus than traditional certiorari.  The TR provides

substantial evidence review of fact-finding (Section 1123.430), so the substantive

changes that would result from applying the draft statute to WCAB are limited to

procedural details.  The staff will discuss these questions with WCAB.  For the

present, the staff concludes that the present writs of certiorari and mandamus

should be replaced for WCAB by the proposed statute.

The TR would make the following changes in review procedures for WCAB:

• The existing requirement that application for judicial review must be made

within 45 days after reconsideration is denied, or filing of the order after

reconsideration, would be replaced with the general limitations period of 30 days

after the decision is “effective.”  A decision is effective 30 days after the order is

delivered or mailed to the person seeking review unless the order provides a

different effective date or a stay is granted.  Thus the time period for seeking

review is from 30 to 60 days, depending on when the agency makes the decision

effective.  See discussion below under “Limitations Period For Judicial Review of

Adjudication.”  The staff thinks the argument for one uniform time period for
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all agencies is less compelling than having a uniform judicial review

procedure with standard remedies, and that to allow WCAB to keep its 45-day

statutory time period would not significantly undermine the beneficial

objectives of the proposed statute.

• The existing rule that the WCAB record is ordered produced by the writ of

certiorari (Lab. Code § 5951; see also Code Civ. Proc. § 1071) is replaced by the

rule in the TR that the administrative record is requested by petitioner and

prepared by the agency.  Section 1123.730.  WCAB says this will be inefficient

and burdensome because, in 90 percent of its cases, the appellate court denies the

writ of certiorari on the basis of the application without the administrative

record.  This is consistent with certiorari generally, where the petition need only

contain the order to be reviewed.  But, because the writ is discretionary, it is

advisable to attach as much of the record as is reasonable.  California Civil Writ

Practice, supra, § 6.33, at 203.  The staff is sensitive to cost issues.  But, because a

petitioner must produce at least some of the record at the outset to avoid

summary denial, the cost of having to produce the WCAB record in every case

will be reduced.

• The existing rule that no new or additional evidence may be introduced in

the appellate court is replaced by the general rule that the court may receive

evidence in limited circumstances.  Section 1123.760.  Because receipt of evidence

is discretionary with the court, this should not have a dramatic impact on review

of WCAB orders.

• The existing rule that WCAB interpretation of a statute it enforces will be

upheld by the courts unless “clearly erroneous,” Judson Steel Corp. v. Workers’

Compensation Appeals Bd., 22 Cal. 3d 658, 668, 586 P.2d 564, 150 Cal. Rptr. 250

(1978), is replaced by the rule that the court uses independent judgment with

appropriate deference to the agency interpretation.  Section 1123. 420.  The staff

recommends giving WCAB an express statutory delegation of interpretive

authority, which will result in abuse of discretion review both for

interpretation questions and for application questions (mixed questions of law

and fact).  This will put WCAB on the same footing as the Public Employment

Relations Board and Agricultural Labor Relations Board.  See discussion below

under Section 1123.420 (review of agency interpretation or application of law).

We would do this by adding the following to Labor Code Section 5954:
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For the purpose of Section 1123.420 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, the appeals board has delegated authority to interpret
this division.

Public Utilities Commission

The Public Utilities Commission asks for an exemption from the new judicial

review statute.  The PUC is one of three state agencies that have direct review in

the California Supreme Court.  (The other two are the Energy Commission and

State Bar Court.)  The TR does not change the proper court for review of PUC

decisions.  Legislation to expand jurisdiction for review of PUC decisions to

include the court of appeal and to make other procedural changes (SB 1322) is

pending in the Legislature.

Professor Asimow says review of PUC decisions only by certiorari and only

by the Supreme Court make these decisions essentially unreviewable, and that it

is hard to explain why this one agency should be exempt from judicial scrutiny.

Asimow, A Modern Judicial Review Statute to Replace Administrative Mandamus 33

(Nov. 1993).

The TR would replace existing certiorari procedures for PUC review with

procedures analogous to administrative mandamus.  The PUC objects to the

following changes in its procedure which the TR would make:

• Replacing the rule under which the Supreme Court may only affirm or set

aside the PUC order with a broad grant of authority to modify PUC action and

grant injunctive relief and other remedies.

• Replacing the existing certiorari rule that review is limited to determining

whether the PUC exceeded its authority (Pub. Util. Code § 1757; accord, Code Civ.

Proc. §§ 1068, 1074) with a broad scope of review, including independent

judgment review of mixed questions of law and fact.  The PUC argues that its

fact-finding often involves predictive facts that look to the future and require an

exercise of discretion.  At least for mixed questions of law and fact, we could

address this by giving the PUC the same delegated authority to construe its

statutes as the staff recommends for the Public Employment Relations Board,

Agricultural Labor Relations Board, and Workers’ Compensation Appeals Board.

This would provide abuse of discretion review of mixed questions of law and

fact.  To do this, we would add the following to Section 1756 of the Public

Utilities Code:
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For the purpose of Section 1123.420 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, the commission has delegated authority to interpret this
code.

• Replacing the rule that no new or additional evidence may be introduced in

the Supreme Court and requiring the court to decide the case on the

administrative record (except on constitutional questions) with the rule in the TR

that the court may receive additional evidence for independent judgment review

or to decide whether the PUC was improperly constituted as a decisionmaking

body, acted with improper motive, or whether its procedures are lawful.  The TR

authorizes the Supreme Court to appoint a referee, master, or trial court judge to

receive this evidence.

• Replacing the rule that only a party to the PUC proceeding may seek

judicial review with the rule in the TR that an interested person or a person who

satisfies public interest standing rules may seek judicial review whether or not a

party to the administrative proceeding.

The TR preserves the 30-day limitations period for review of PUC decisions in

Section 1756 of the Public Utilities Code.  As requested by PUC, the staff would

make clear the provision extending the time to 180 days after the decision if the

agency fails to notify the parties of the limitations period does not apply to PUC

decisions.  It seems fair to assume the parties will be represented by counsel in

PUC proceedings.  The applicable limitations period in the statute should be

clear to counsel.

The staff thinks the foregoing changes in PUC procedures are sound as a

matter of policy.  However, since the Legislature will be considering these

issues at the 1996 session, perhaps the better course is to await legislative

action on SB 1322.  SB 1322 is near final passage — it has been approved by the

policy committee in the second house and will be on third reading on the

Assembly floor when the Legislature reconvenes.

State Water Resources Control Board

The State Water Resources Control Board generally supports the draft statute.

The Board suggests helpful conforming revisions to its statutes to consolidate

procedures and make them clearer and more consistent.  The staff has not had

time to analyze these in detail, but they appear meritorious.  The staff will

examine these with a view to including them in the next draft.
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LIMITATIONS PERIOD FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF ADJUDICATION

Limitations Periods For Adjudication Generally (§ 1123.640)

Existing law.  The limitations period for review of adjudication under the

APA is 30 days from the last day on which reconsideration can be ordered.  Gov’t

Code § 11523.  The power to order reconsideration expires 30 days after delivery

or mailing of a decision to the respondent, on such earlier date as the agency may

set, or on termination of a stay.  Gov’t Code § 11521.  Local school districts are

governed by the APA for hearings involving certificated employees.  Educ. Code

§§ 44944, 44948.5, 87679.  For judicial review of a decision of a local agency other

than a school district, the limitations period is 90 days after the decision is

announced or after the time for reconsideration expires, whichever is later.  Code

Civ. Proc. § 1094.6(b).  If a person seeking judicial review makes a timely request

for the agency to prepare the record, the time to petition for review is extended

until 30 days after the record is delivered.  Gov’t Code § 11523 (APA); Code Civ.

Proc. § 1094.6(d) (local agency).  Other sections discussed below provide special

limitations periods for particular agencies.  Adjudication not covered by any of

these provisions is subject to the three-year or four-year limitations periods for

civil actions generally.

Proposed law.  The TR provides a single, uniform 30-day limitations period

for judicial review of all adjudicative action, whether state or local and whether

under the APA or not, except that the special limitations periods under the

California Environmental Quality Act are preserved.  The 30-day period

commences to run from the time the decision is effective.  Section 1123.640.  A

decision under the APA is effective 30 days after it is delivered or mailed to the

respondent, unless the agency head makes it effective sooner or stays its effective

date.  Gov’t Code 11519.  Thus for review of most APA proceedings, the party

seeking review will have 60 days from delivery or mailing of the decision in

which to petition for review — 30 days until it becomes effective and an

additional 30 days from the effective date.  The agency may effectively shorten

this to 30 days by making the decision effective immediately.  Id.  Unlike existing

law, the time to petition for review is not extended by a request for the record.

As noted by Ms. Marchant, the proposed law is unclear as to when a decision

in a non-APA adjudication is effective.  This should be clarified in Section

1123.640.  But if we merely continue existing law by saying a non-APA decision

is effective when announced or after the time for reconsideration expires,
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whichever is later, the limitations period for review of non-APA decisions — 30

days — will be shorter than the 30 days plus an additional period of up to 30

days for APA decisions.  This does not seem justifiable.

Non-adjudicative action remains subject to the general limitations periods of

three or four years for civil actions.

Commentators’ views.  The State Bar Public Law Section finds considerable

merit in having one uniform limitations period for judicial review.  The State

Water Resources Control Board thinks the uniform 30-day limitations period is a

good idea.

Ms. Marchant and Mr. Bezemek (California Federation of Teachers) object to

shortening the limitations period for review of local agency adjudication from 90

to 30 days plus an additional period of up to 30 days, whether or not the

petitioner has received the administrative record.  Mr. Bezemek objects to

eliminating the provision extending the time to petition for review until 30 days

after the record is delivered.  Gov’t Code § 11523 (APA); Code Civ. Proc. §

1094.6(d) (local agency).  Ms. Marchant says without the record, it is hard for a

lawyer to decide if judicial review is justified.  Mr. Bezemek says a short period

will cause more litigation to be filed to contest teacher layoff decisions, and will

reduce the opportunity for settlement.

Previous Commission action.  Professor Asimow originally recommended a

uniform 90-day period for review of all state and local adjudications.  Asimow,

Judicial Review: Standing and Timing 88-97 (Sept. 1992).  The Commission first

thought there should be a uniform 60-day limitations period for review of state

and local adjudication, an increase from the existing 30-day APA limitations

period and a decrease from the 90-day local agency limitations period.  Later, the

Commission wanted the limitations provision to parallel the procedure for civil

appeals, with a relatively short period, such as 30 days, to petition for review.  In

civil appeals, a notice of appeal must be filed 180 days after judgment or 60 days

after mailing or service of a notice of entry of judgment, whichever is earlier.

Cal. R. Ct. 2(a).

The Commission adopted the 30-day period because that is the rule now in

APA proceedings.  There was also concern that, in a case where the ALJ orders a

license suspension or revocation and the licensee gets a stay, a longer period

would permit the licensee to delay the suspension or revocation with possible

harm to the public.  This rationale would justify continuing the 30-day
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limitations period for review of APA proceedings, but would not necessarily

require such a short period for non-APA proceedings.

It is not clear why there must be one uniform limitations period for all state

and local adjudication, APA and non-APA.  There appear to be compelling

reasons for a short period in APA licensing cases that are not present in other

adjudications.  No arguments have been made why the existing 90-day

limitations period for local agency adjudications should be shortened.  (There

was concern that in land use proceedings of local agencies, opponents of a

planned development may use delay as a tactical weapon, but the draft statute

does not change the existing three or four year limitations period for review of

nonadjudicative action.)

Staff recommendation.  The staff recommends the following limitations

periods for judicial review:

• For formal APA adjudication involving state agencies generally, and local

school districts for certificated employees, the staff would continue the existing

30 plus 30 day rule, subject to being shortened to 30 days if the agency makes the

decision effective immediately.  (Special statutes of particular state agencies are

discussed under the next heading, “Special Limitations Periods for Particular

Agencies.”)

• For state agency adjudication not under the formal adjudication provisions

of the APA, the staff would provide that the decision is effective 30 days after it is

delivered or mailed to the respondent, subject to being shortened by the agency,

unless reconsideration is ordered or the decision is stayed.  This would make

non-APA adjudication of state agencies subject to the same as for formal APA

adjudication — 30 days plus an additional period of up to 30 days.

• For local agency adjudication not under the APA, the staff would continue

the existing 90-day period because parties are less likely to be represented by

counsel in these proceedings, and because no persuasive reason has been offered

for shortening it.

This may be accomplished by revising Section 1123.640 as follows, and by

adding a new Section 1123.645:

1123.640. (a) This section applies to a decision in an adjudicative
proceeding, but does not apply to other agency action.

(b) The petition for review of a proceeding of a state agency or
of a proceeding under the formal adjudication provisions of the
Administrative Procedure Act, Chapter 5 (commencing with
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Section 11500) of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government
Code, shall be filed not later than 30 days after the decision is
effective. For the purpose of this subdivision, a decision of a state
agency is effective 30 days after it is delivered or mailed to
respondent unless a reconsideration is ordered within that time
pursuant to express statute or regulation, or the agency itself orders
that the decision is effective sooner, or a stay of execution is
granted. The time for filing the petition for review is extended as to
a party during any period when the party is seeking
reconsideration of the decision pursuant to express statute or
regulation.

(c) The agency shall in the decision or otherwise notify the
parties of the period for filing a petition for review. If the agency
does not notify a party of the period before the decision is effective,
the party may file the notice within the earlier of the following
times:

(1) Thirty days after the agency notifies the party of the period.
(2) One hundred eighty days after the decision is effective.

1123.645. (a) This section applies to a decision in an adjudicative
proceeding, but does not apply to other agency action.

(b) The petition for review of a proceeding other than one
described in Section 1123.640 shall be filed not later than 90 days
after the decision is announced. The time for filing the petition for
review is extended as to a party during any period when the party
is seeking reconsideration of the decision pursuant to express
statute, regulation, charter, or ordinance.

(c) The agency shall in the decision or otherwise notify the
parties of the period for filing a petition for review. If the agency
does not notify a party of the period at the time the decision is
announced or when reconsideration is rejected, whichever is later,
the party may file the notice within the earlier of the following
times:

(1) Ninety days after the agency notifies the party of the period.
(2) One hundred eighty days after the decision is announced or

reconsideration is rejected, whichever is later.

The Comment would note that the provision in subdivision (b) specifying

when a decision is “effective” is consistent with the formal adjudication

provisions of the APA.  Gov’t Code § 11519.

Special Limitations Periods for Particular Agencies

Statutes prescribe special limitations periods for review of actions of

particular state and local agencies.  The TR makes the following adjudications of
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state and local agencies subject to the general rule of Section 1123.640 — 30 days

plus an additional period of up to 30 days:

• A decision of the Public Employment Relations Board, now 30 days after

issuance.  Gov’t Code § 3542.  The TR would extend the time by 30 days in most

cases because of the provision for 30 days plus an additional period of up to 30

days.

• Various state personnel decisions, including decisions of the State Personnel

Board, now one year, but remedies are limited unless the challenge is made

within 90 days.  Gov’t Code § 19630.  To apply the general rule of 30 days plus an

additional period of up to 30 days will significantly shorten the time for review

of SPB personnel decisions.

• A decision of local zoning appeals boards, now 90 days.  Gov’t Code

§ 65907.  If we adopt a longer period for review of local adjudicative action as

recommended above, that will affect this provision also.

• A decision of the Agricultural Labor Relations Board, now 30 days after

issuance.  Lab. Code § 1160.8.  The TR would extend this time by 30 days in most

cases, the same as for PERB, supra.

• A decision of the Workers’ Compensation Appeals Board, now 45 days after

the filing of the order following reconsideration or 45 days after denial of petition

for reconsideration.  Lab. Code § 5950.  A petition for reconsideration must be

filed within 20 days after service of a final order.  Id. § 5903.  Thus the total time

limit for judicial review is 65 days after service of the order.  Under the TR, a

petition for reconsideration is unnecessary, Section 1123.320, so the usual time

limit will be 60 days (30 plus 30), not a significant change.

• A decision of the Unemployment Insurance Appeals Board, now six

months.  Unemp. Ins. Code § 410.  The general rule of 30 days plus an additional

period of up to 30 days will significantly shorten the time for review of CUIAB

decisions.

• Drivers’ license order, now 90 days after notice.  Veh. Code § 14401(a).  The

general rule of 30 days plus an additional period of up to 30 days will

significantly shorten the time for review of DMV drivers’ license orders.

• A welfare decision of Department of Social Services, now one year after

notice.  Welf. & Inst. Code § 10962.  The general rule of 30 days plus an

additional period of up to 30 days will significantly shorten the time for review

of DSS welfare decisions.
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As decided by the Commission, the TR preserves the various time limits for

judicial review of action under the California Environmental Quality Act, but

none of the other special limitation periods.

The Department of Health Services is concerned Section 1123.640 might affect

Health and Safety Code Section 1428 which requires a licensee who wants to

contest a citation to notify the agency within 15 days.  The TR is not intended to

affect these internal procedures.  See Section 1121.110.  The staff will make this

clear in the Comment to section 1123.640.

Staff recommendation.  The staff is concerned the general rule of 30 days

plus an additional period of up to 30 days may be too short for adjudications

listed above where parties are unlikely to be represented by counsel — DMV

drivers’ license cases, DSS welfare cases, and CUIAB unemployment cases.  The

staff is inclined to recommend we preserve the longer limitations periods for

these three agencies.  The staff is unsure what to do about the existing long

limitations period for personnel decisions of the State Personnel Board (now one

year or 90 days).

COMMENTS ON SECTIONS IN THE DRAFT

The following are comments on sections in the draft statute, except for five

sections that present fundamental policy issues which are discussed above —

Sections 1123.420 (standard of review of agency interpretation or application of

law), 1123.430 (review of agency fact-finding), 1123.620 (discovery), 1123.640

(limitations period), and 1123.760 (new evidence on judicial review).  The staff

plans to raise for discussion at the meeting only the material below preceded by a

bullet [•].

§ 1120.  Application of title

Section 1120 says the TR does not apply to an action for refund of taxes under

specified provisions of the Revenue and Taxation Code.  The State Board of

Equalization points out other statutes in the Revenue and Taxation Code that

provide a trial de novo for tax refunds and are overlooked in the TR.  The staff

would make clear in Section 1120 that the TR does not apply to the provisions

referenced by the State Board of Equalization (the addition of subdivisions (d),

(e), and (f) are discussed above under “Proceedings to Which Statute Applies”):
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1120. (a) . . . .
(b) This title does not govern or apply where a statute provides

for judicial review of agency action by any of the following means:
(1) A trial de novo.
(2) An action under Division 3.6 (commencing with Section 810)

of the Government Code.
(3) An action for refund of taxes under Chapter 5 (commencing

with Section 5096) of Part 9 of Division 1 of, or Article 2
(commencing with Section 6931) of Chapter 7 of Part 1 of Division 2
of, the Revenue and Taxation Code.

(c) This title does not govern or apply to judicial review of
action of a nongovernmental entity, except a decision of a private
hospital board in an adjudicative proceeding.

(d) This title does not govern litigation in which the sole issue is
a claim for money damages or compensation and the agency whose
action is at issue does not have statutory authority to determine the
claim.

(e) This title does not govern a proceeding under Chapter 9
(commencing with Section 860) of Title 10 of Part 2 of the Code of
Civil Procedure.

(f) This title does not govern judicial review of a decision of a
court.

§ 1121.110.  Conflicting or inconsistent statute controls

Section 1121.110 says a “statute applicable to a particular entity or a particular

agency action prevails over a conflicting or inconsistent provision” of the TR.

This is from existing law which says judicial review of APA proceedings is

subject to “statutes relating to the particular agency.”  Gov’t Code § 11523.  Ms.

Marchant is concerned “statute” might be read to include a local ordinance.  But

“statute” is a constitutional term, and may be enacted only by a bill in the State

Legislature.  Cal. Const. Art. IV, § 8(b).  Cities and counties may make

“ordinances and regulations not in conflict with general laws.”  Id. Art. XI, § 7.

The staff will add language in the Comment to make this clear.

§ 1121.280.  Rule

The Department of Health Services would revise Section 1121.280 as follows:

1121.280. “Rule” means both of the following:
(a) “Regulation” as defined in Section 11342 of the Government

Code. A regulation adopted, or in the process of being adopted,
pursuant to the Administrative Procedure Act (Government Code
Section 11342 et seq.).
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(b) The whole or a part of an agency statement, regulation,
order, or standard of general applicability that implements,
interprets, makes specific, or prescribes law or policy, or the
organization, procedure, or practice requirements of an agency,
except one that relates only to the internal management of the
agency.

(c) The term includes the amendment, supplement, repeal, or
suspension of an existing rule.

This suggestion does not appear to present substantive issues, but the staff

will ask the Office of Administrative Law for its comment.  (“Rule” is used in six

sections in the draft statute — Sections 1121.240, 1121.290, 1123.130, 1123.140,

1123.330, and 1123.350.)

§ 1123.220.  Private interest standing

Section 1123.220 permits an “interested person” to seek judicial review.  The

Department of Health Services thinks it would be better to say “beneficially

interested person” or “aggrieved person.”  But the real substance of this

provision is in case law cited in the Comment.  The Comment makes clear “a

person must suffer some harm from the agency action” to have standing to

obtain judicial review.

Should we change “interested person” to “affected person”?  The staff is

inclined not to do this because of the substantial case law gloss on the term

“interested person.”

§ 1123.230.  Public interest standing

• Section 1123.230 gives a person standing to obtain judicial review of agency

action that concerns an important right affecting the public interest if the person

has served on the agency a written request to correct the agency action and the

agency has not done so within a reasonable time.  The Department of Health

Services would add a requirement that the request specify the time the requester

considers reasonable for the agency to act, and that the time specified shall be

appropriate to the action requested, and be not less than 30 days unless the

request shows why a delay of 30 days will cause irreparable harm.  DHS says

that, without this addition, Section 1123.230 may be abused by attorneys who

request corrective action, immediately file suit, settle, and seek attorneys’ fees.

Section 800 of the Government Code (continued in Section 1123.850 in the draft
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statute) permits attorneys’ fees if the administrative action was “arbitrary or

capricious.”

• The staff thinks this suggestion may have merit.  To add a 30-day period

to allow corrective action for nonadjudicative action would not cause a problem

with the statute of limitations, which will be three or four years.  For adjudicative

action, the limitations period of 30 days plus an additional period of up to 30

days will preclude allowing 30 days for corrective action unless the limitations

period is tolled.  To add a tolling provision may make the statute unnecessarily

complex.

• We could accomplish much of what DHS suggests by revising subdivision

(c) of Section 1123.230 as follows:

1123.230. A person has standing to obtain judicial review of
agency action that concerns an important right affecting the public
interest if all of the following conditions are satisfied:

. . . .
(c) The person has previously served on the agency a written

request to correct the agency action and the agency has not, within
a reasonable time, done so. If the agency action is not in an
adjudicative proceeding, a reasonable time shall not be less than 30
days unless the request shows why a shorter period is required to
avoid irreparable harm.

§ 1123.240.  Standing for review of decision in adjudicative proceeding

Section 1123.240 gives standing to a “party” to seek judicial review of an

adjudicative proceeding if it was under the APA, and to a “participant” in all

other adjudications.  The Comment says “participant” includes persons who

appear and testify, submit written comments, or are otherwise directly involved

in the adjudication.  The Department of Health Services says this is too broad for

formal, trial-type adjudications not under the APA, such as their hearings before

the State Personnel Board.  The staff will discuss this with DHS to see if we can

address their concern without unnecessarily restricting standing for non-APA

adjudication.

§ 1123.420.  Review of agency interpretation or application of law

• Under Section 1123.420, the general standard of review of agency

interpretation or application of law is independent judgment, giving deference to

the determination of the agency appropriate to the circumstances.  However,

abuse of discretion review applies to a local legislative body’s interpretation of its
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own legislative enactment.  Mr. Bezemek, California Federation of Teachers,

objects to abuse of discretion review for local agency interpretation of its own

legislative enactment.  The staff shares this concern because of the risk that a

local agency will achieve by an innovative interpretation of its ordinance to reach

a particular result that it could not constitutionally have achieved by retroactive

amendment of the ordinance.  This concern was also expressed by Professor

Clark Kelso at a Commission meeting.  The local agency provision was adopted

by the Commission after considering and rejecting this argument and the

argument that there is no justification for distinguishing between a local and a

state agency in this respect.  Does the Commission wish to reconsider?

The Department of Health Services finds the term “independent judgment”

anomalous in the context of deciding legal issues, and prefers “de novo review.”

Neither term is used in the 1981 Model State APA, but both are used in case law.

E.g., 20th Century Ins. Co. v. Garamendi, 8 Cal. 4th 216, 271, 32 Cal. Rptr. 2d 807,

841 (1994) (“independent review” and “de novo scrutiny” of issue of law).  The

staff is inclined not to change the term “independent judgment.”

• The Public Employment Relations Board and Agricultural Labor Relations

Board do not want independent judgment review of their interpretations of

statutes that apply to their agencies.  PERB and ALRB now have a standard of

review that requires courts to accept the agency determination unless clearly

erroneous, and want to keep this scheme.  An exception in Section 1123.420

requires the court to uphold the agency interpretation in the absence of abuse of

discretion if a statute expressly delegates the interpretive function to the agency.

The Commission wanted to preserve existing law for these two agencies.  We can

best do this without disrupting the scheme of the TR by giving PERB and ALRB

an express delegation of authority to interpret their statutes.  The staff

recommends adding the following language to the PERB and ALRB statutes

(Government Code Sections 3520, 3542, and 3564, and Labor Code Section

1160.8):

For the purpose of Section 1123.420 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, the board has delegated authority to interpret this
[“chapter” for PERB, “part” for ALRB].

The staff discussed this with PERB and ALRB, and believes these agencies

find this language satisfactory.  (The staff recommends similar interpretive
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authority for the Workers’ Compensation Appeals Board and Public Utilities

Commission above under “Agencies To Which Statute Applies.”)

§ 1123.450.  Review of agency procedure

Section 1123.450 provides independent judgment review on questions of

agency procedure, giving deference to the agency determination.  Ms. Marchant

is concerned about requiring deference to the agency determination if, for

example, the agency puts the burden of proof on the wrong party.  The deference

due to the agency on procedural matters is analogous to the deference due to the

agency in interpreting or applying the law under Section 1123.420.  In either case,

the question of the degree of deference to be given is for the court to decide.

Perhaps it would be useful to add the following to the Comment to Section

1123.450:

The degree of deference to be given to the agency’s
determination under subdivision (c) is for the court to determine.
This deference is not absolute.  Ultimately, the court must still use
its own judgment on the issue.

§ 1123.510.  Superior court proper court for judicial review

Section 1123.510 says that, except as provided by statute, the superior court is

the proper court for judicial review.  The Department of Health Services asks if

this is meant to prohibit direct access to the courts of appeal and Supreme Court

for writs of mandamus against an agency.  The TR is intended to provide the

exclusive remedy for judicial review of agency action.  Section 1121.120.  But the

California Constitution gives the Supreme Court, courts of appeal, and superior

courts original jurisdiction in mandamus proceedings.  Cal. Const. Art. VI, § 10.

Appellate courts are cautious in exercising original mandamus jurisdiction, and

require the proceeding to be brought in superior court unless the issues are of

great public importance and must be resolved promptly.  California

Administrative Mandamus, supra, § 8.15, at 269.  The Comment to Section

1123.510 says the superior court is the proper court for judicial review “whether

or not issues of great public importance are involved.”  If appellate courts

disregard Section 1123.510 and Comment and exercise original mandamus

jurisdiction to review agency action, that is their constitutional prerogative which

we cannot change by statute.

• DHS wants to prevent health care providers from avoiding superior court

review of a rejected claim for payment by suing in small claims court.  DHS says
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small claims courts often do not consider whether statutory and regulatory

conditions of payment have been met.  Under Section 1120 above, the staff

proposes to say the draft statute “does not govern litigation in which the sole

issue is a claim for money damages or compensation, or is to vindicate a private

right under common law, and the agency whose action is at issue does not have

statutory authority to determine the claim.”  Assuming DHS has statutory

authority to determine these claims, Section 1121.120 (draft statute exclusive

judicial review procedure) would prohibit suit in small claims court to review

DHS denial of a claim.  Is this good policy, or should we preserve a right to sue

in small claims court on a rejected claim for payment?  The staff will ask DHS

for the statutory authority, if any, that gives it the right to determine these claims.

§ 1123.520.  Superior court venue

• Section 1123.520 generally continues existing venue rules.  The Department

of Health Services would expand venue by saying venue to review state agency

action is proper in Sacramento County and in the county where the agency

headquarters is located.  DHS says venue in Sacramento County would provide

judicial expertise in cases involving difficult issues of public and administrative

law.  The Commission considered and rejected a similar provision at the August

meeting, which would have made venue proper in Sacramento County, or, if the

agency is represented by the Attorney General, in any county where the AG has

an office.  The Commission wanted to protect the convenience of private parties.

Does the Commission wish to reconsider?

§ 1123.610.  Petition for review

The Department of Health Services is concerned the definition of “party” in

Section 1123.260 to mean the agency “and any other person named as a party”

will continue the annoying problem of litigants naming as parties every

employee of the agency who took part in the agency action.  DHS would limit

“party” to the agency and any official designated by statute or regulation to take

the action, and recommends a provision making dismissal of a proceeding

against an improper person mandatory and automatic on notice to the court by

the agency without the need for a motion to dismiss.

In existing administrative mandamus proceedings, the proper respondent is

the agency, city or county, board or commission or agency head responsible for

the decision, and usually the governing statute or ordinance will specify who is
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responsible.  California Administrative Mandamus, supra, § 6.1, at 225.  For a

state agency, the proper respondent is the agency, not individual employees.  Id.

§ 6.2, at 226.  If a board or commission makes the decision, the proper respondent

is the board or commission, not its individual members.  Id. § 6.3, at 227.

We could more clearly preserve existing law by revising Section 1123.610 as

follows:

1123.610. (a) A person seeking judicial review of agency action
may initiate judicial review by filing a petition for review with the
court.

(b) The petition shall name as respondents only the agency or
officials responsible for the action to be reviewed.

(b) (c) The petitioner shall cause a copy of the petition for review
to be served on the other parties in the same manner as service of a
summons in a civil action.

The staff would keep the requirement of dismissal only on noticed motion,

since the petitioner should have notice and an opportunity to be heard.  The

showing required on the motion to dismiss should be relatively simple, and not

consume undue time and resources.

§ 1123.630.  Contents of petition for review

• Section 1123.630 requires a petition for review to state the name and mailing

address of the petitioner.  Ms. Marchant says this should be the mailing address

of petitioner’s attorney.  This provision came from the 1981 Model State APA.

Under existing practice, a mandamus petition in superior court must state the

name, office address or, if none, residence address, and telephone number, of

petitioner’s attorney or of the petitioner if he or she is not represented.  Cal. R. Ct.

201(e); California Administrative Mandamus, supra, § 8.22, at 274.  A mandamus

petition in the Supreme Court or Court of Appeal must state the name, address,

and telephone number of the attorney filing the petition.  Cal. R. Ct. 56(a).

• The staff thinks Ms. Marchant makes a good point, and would revise

Section 1123.630 as follows:

1123.630. The petition for review shall state all of the following:
(a) The name and mailing address of the petitioner.
(b) The office address or, if none, the residence address of

petitioner’s attorney, if any.
(c) The mailing address of the petitioner if the petitioner is not

represented by an attorney.
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(b) (d) . . . .

§ 1123.650.  Stay of agency action

Section 1123.650 continues the existing rule that, if the trial court grants relief

from the agency decision, the decision is automatically stayed during an appeal

unless the appellate court orders that the decision is not stayed.  Code Civ. Proc.

§ 1094.5.  Ms. Marchant is concerned about the effect of the automatic stay in a

specific example:  She postulates that a county civil service employee is

discharged by the department head.  On administrative review, the county civil

service commission overturns the department head’s decision and orders the

employee reinstated.  The department head petitions the superior court for

review.  The administrative action is not stayed during review at the trial court

level, so the employee is reinstated during judicial review proceedings as

ordered by the civil service commission.  The trial court upholds the original

action of the department head discharging the employee.  The employee appeals,

which automatically stays the administrative decision of the civil service

commission, resulting in the employee being off the payroll while the appeal is

determined.  The staff thinks this kind of case is adequately addressed by the

appellate court’s discretion to order that the administrative decision is not stayed

during the appeal.

• However, Ms. Marchant’s example reveals a peculiarity of existing law.

The automatic stay on appeal from the granting of relief by the trial court is a

double stay — both the administrative decision and the trial court order

overturning the administrative decision are stayed during the appeal unless

otherwise ordered.  Code Civ. Proc. §§ 916 (trial court order), 1094.5

(administrative order), 1110b (relief from stay in mandamus proceeding).  So,

despite automatic stay of the trial court’s grant of relief during an appeal, the

appeal will temporarily nullify the administrative order because of the automatic

stay of the latter.  See generally California Administrative Mandamus, supra,

§§ 14.21-14.22, at 458.

• Both under existing law and the TR, relief from automatic stay of the

administrative order is by the appellate court.  Id. § 1094.5 (existing law); Section

1123.650 (TR).  Under existing law, relief from automatic stay of the trial court’s

grant of a writ of mandamus may be either by the trial or appellate court.  Code

Civ. Proc. § 1110b.  The agency must apply to the appellate court for relief from

automatic stay of its administrative order, which will probably prompt a counter-
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motion by petitioner for relief from the automatic stay of the trial court’s grant of

relief.  If the petitioner’s motion is also made in the appellate court, the appellate

court can grant one motion and deny the other to achieve the desired result.

There is the possibility of conflicting orders, however, if the agency’s motion is

made in the appellate court and the petitioner’s motion is made in the trial court.

We should add a provision to allow the appellate court, but not the trial court,

to grant relief from the automatic stay of the trial court’s order granting relief

and overturning the administrative order.  This will permit both motions to be

resolved in the same court and avoid the possibility of conflicting orders.  We

would do this by revising subdivision (f) of Section 1123.650 as follows:

(f) If an appeal is taken from a granting of relief by the superior
court, the decision of the agency is stayed pending the
determination of the appeal unless the court to which the appeal is
taken orders otherwise. Notwithstanding Section 916, the court to
which the appeal is taken may direct that the appeal shall not stay
the granting of relief by the superior court.

The Comment should say the underscored language is drawn from Section

1110b, and make clear it replaces Section 1110b for judicial review proceedings

under the draft statute.

§ 1123.660.  Type of relief

• Section 1123.660(a) permits the court to “award damages or compensation

only to the extent expressly authorized by statute.”  Ms. Marchant says this

limitation will cause hardship for discharged employees whose discharge is

overturned by the court.  She says under existing law a discharged employee

may receive back pay whether or not there is a statute authorizing it.  Robert

Bezemek, California Federation of Teachers, agrees:  “It is wrong to eliminate the

right to back pay and other make-whole compensation remedies.”

• Ms. Marchant’s and Mr. Bezemek’s view of existing law is correct.  Code of

Civil Procedure Section 1095 expressly permits an award of damages in

mandamus proceedings, including administrative mandamus.  O’Hagan v.

Board of Zoning Adjustment, 38 Cal. App. 3d 722, 729, 113 Cal. Rptr. 501, 506

(1974).  Damages may be awarded in tort or contract, but governmental

immunities under the California Tort Claims Act apply and the claim-filing

requirements of that act usually apply.  California Administrative Mandamus,

supra, § 1.13, at 13.  If a discharged employee seeks reinstatement and back pay,
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this is not considered damages within the meaning of Section 1095 or the Tort

Claims Act.  It is considered relief incidental to the petition, and compliance with

the Tort Claims Act is not required.  Id.

• The staff thinks Section 1123.660(a) should be revised to preserve existing

law as follows:

1123.660. (a) The court may award damages or compensation
only to the extent expressly authorized by statute , subject to
Division 3.6 (commencing with Section 810) of the Government
Code, if applicable, and to other express statute.

The Department of Health Services is concerned the broad remedies in

Section 1123.660 may encourage judicial activism.  Under existing law (Code Civ.

Proc. § 1094.5), the inquiry in administrative mandamus is:

 whether the respondent has proceeded without, or in excess of
jurisdiction; whether there was a fair trial; and whether there was
any prejudicial abuse of discretion.  Abuse of discretion is
established if the respondent has not proceeded in the manner
required by law, the order or decision is not supported by the
findings, or the findings are not supported by the evidence.

Similar concerns were expressed earlier by representatives of the Attorney

General’s Office.  To address these concerns, Section 1123.160 says the court may

grant relief only if it determines agency action is invalid under one of the

grounds specified in Sections 1123.410-1123.60 (standards of review).  The staff

believes Section 1123.160 will solve this problem.  The staff will add a cross-

reference to Section 1123.160 in the Comment to Section 1123.660 (type of relief).

§ 1123.720.  Contents of administrative record
§ 1123.730.  Preparation of record

For proceedings not under the formal adjudication provisions of the APA,

Section 1123.730 requires the agency to prepare the record on request of the

petitioner for judicial review.  Section 1123.720 says the record includes a “table

of contents that identifies each item contained in the record and includes an

affidavit of the agency official who has compiled the administrative record for

judicial review specifying the date on which the record was closed and that the

record is complete.”

Ms. Marchant says these provisions will not work for many local agencies

because the record is so often incomplete.  She says the agency does not now
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prepare the administrative record.  Although the agency may keep exhibits and

documents from the hearing, the transcript is prepared by an independent court

reporter over whom the agency has no control.  She would continue present

practice of making petitioner responsible for presenting the record to the court.

Existing law says the “complete record of the proceedings shall be prepared

by the local agency or its commission, board, officer, or agent which made the

decision.”  Code Civ. Proc. § 1094.6(c).  Nonetheless, the burden is on the

petitioner attacking the administrative decision to show entitlement to judicial

relief, so it is petitioner’s responsibility to make the administrative record

available to the trial court.  Foster v. Civil Service Commission, 142 Cal. App. 3d

444, 453, 190 Cal. Rptr. 893, 899 (1983); California Administrative Mandamus,

supra, § 8.11, at 265 (chapter co-authored by Ms. Marchant).

The staff would address these points by adding a reference to the Foster case

in the Comment to Section 1123.730.

• The Department of Health Services wants to say only an agency-certified

record may be used by the court. This would stop the petitioner’s attorney from

submitting an unofficial record prepared from the hearing tape and copied from

exhibits.  The requirement in Section 1132.720 that the record shall include an

affidavit of the agency official who compiled it seems to address this problem.

Should we go further and expressly prohibit the court from using an unofficial

record prepared by the petitioner?

• DHS is concerned about the requirement in Section 1123.730 that, for an

adjudicative proceeding required to be conducted under the formal adjudication

provisions of the APA, the record is prepared by the Office of Administrative

Hearings.  DHS says it provides APA hearings before its own administrative law

judges, and in such cases DHS should prepare the record.  The staff would

address this by revising subdivision (a) of Section 1123.730 as follows:

1123.730. (a) On request of the petitioner for the administrative
record for judicial review of agency action:

(1) If the agency action is a decision in an adjudicative
proceeding required to be conducted under Chapter 5
(commencing with Section 11500) of Part 1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of
the Government Code by an administrative law judge employed by
the Office of Administrative Hearings, the administrative record
shall be prepared by the Office of Administrative Hearings.

(2) If the agency action is other than that described in paragraph
(1), the administrative record shall be prepared by the agency.
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DHS would change “affidavit” to “declaration under penalty of perjury” in

Section 1123.720.  But “affidavit” is the standard statutory term.  The affidavit

requirement may be satisfied by a declaration under penalty of perjury under

Section 2015.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure, as the Comment to Section

1123.720 notes.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert J. Murphy
Staff Counsel
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